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Six Sigma Ranch is:



Why Facebook?

Facebook is the world's largest social media network with:

-585 Million users worldwide (end 2010)

-48% of US population registered

-7.9 new registrations every second!



1. The world wants to farm
a.  Everybody secretly wants to be a farmer.



1. The world wants to farm
b.  Facebook lets you bring your farm to them. 



2. Pictures tell a great story

a.  Always carry a camera



2. Pictures tell a great story

b.  Take pictures with bold shapes and contrasts



2. Pictures tell a great story

c. Tag your friends.



3. Text should be short and clear

If posts are too long, they will be skipped:

“This weekend, our wine club members have an

opportunity to  pick up their shipments at the

Six Sigma tasting room. Blah, blah.”   

“Come pick up your wine club shipment tomorrow!”



4. Small talk wins fans

Fan interaction creates 

visibility, and visibility wins fans.

“It's freezing cold in Asbill 

Valley this morning.  

How is your weather?”



5. A few posts per week work well

a. Too many posts can overload your fans.

b.  Posting too infrequently is no good either.

c. Overloaded fans quit following you.

d.  Isn’t this slide terribly boring without pictures?



6. Superfans need love

a. When fans interact with your page often, they 

should be encouraged.

b. Third party endorsements are much more 

valuable than what we say about ourselves.



7. Love your enemies
It is good practice to support your competition by

promoting their pages and commenting on them.



8. Your fans are your friends

Share content with your fans that you would 

share with your friends.



9. Keep it fun and positive

Facebook is not the place for criticism or grumpiness



10.  Promote your page!

(wink, wink)

Facebook.com/SixSigmaRanch

Thank you!








